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Abstract
Natural language often exhibits inherent hier-
archical structure ingrained with complex syn-
tax and semantics. However, most state-of-
the-art deep generative models learn embed-
dings only in Euclidean vector space, without
accounting for this structural property of lan-
guage. In this paper, we investigate text gen-
eration in a hyperbolic latent space to learn
continuous hierarchical representations. An
Adversarial Poincare´ Variational Autoencoder
(APo-VAE) is presented, where both the prior
and variational posterior of latent variables are
defined over a Poincare´ ball via wrapped nor-
mal distributions. By adopting the primal-
dual formulation of KL divergence, an adver-
sarial learning procedure is introduced to em-
power robust model training. Extensive ex-
periments in language modeling and dialog-
response generation tasks demonstrate the win-
ning effectiveness of the proposed APo-VAE
model over VAEs in Euclidean latent space,
thanks to its superb capabilities in capturing la-
tent language hierarchies in hyperbolic space.
1 Introduction
Variational Autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma and
Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014) is a gener-
ative model widely applied to language-generation
tasks, which propagates latent codes drawn from
a simple prior to manifest data samples through
a decoder. The generative model is augmented
by an inference network, which feeds observable
data samples through an encoder to yield a distri-
bution on the corresponding latent codes. Since
natural language often conceives a latent hierarchi-
cal structure, it is desirable for the latent code in
VAE to reflect such inherent language structure,
so that the generated text can be more natural and
expressive. An example of language structure is il-
lustrated in Figure 1, where sentences are organized
∗Work was done when the author interned at Microsoft.
Yes.
That is great.
Yes, I can.
Yea, I should be able 
to fix it for you.
Give me three days, I will make 
sure your car look brand new.
The food in the 
restaurant is awesome.
They have very juicy and tender steak, 
and their service is top-tier. 
Figure 1: Illustration of the latent hierarchy in natural
language. Each tree node is a latent code of its corre-
sponding sentence.
into a tree structure. The root node corresponds
to simple sentences (e.g., “Yes”), while nodes on
outer leaves represent sentences with more com-
plex syntactic structure and richer, more specific
semantic meaning (e.g., “The food in the restaurant
is awesome”)1.
In existing VAE-based generative models, such
structures are not explicitly considered. The latent
code often employs a simple Gaussian prior, and
the posterior is approximated as a Gaussian with
diagonal covariance matrix. Such embeddings as-
sume an Euclidean structure, which is inadequate
in capturing geometric structures illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. While some variants have been proposed
to enrich the prior distributions (Xu and Durrett,
2018; Wang et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2019), there
is no affirmative evidence that structural informa-
tion in language can be recovered effectively by the
model.
Hyperbolic geometry has recently emerged as an
1Another possible way to organize sentences is a hierarchy
of topics, e.g., a parent node can be a sentence on “sports”,
while its children are sentences on “basketball” and “skiing”.
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effective method for representation learning from
data with hierarchical structure (Mathieu et al.,
2019; Nickel and Kiela, 2017). Informally, hy-
perbolic space can be considered as a continuous
map of trees. For example, a Poincare´ disk (a hy-
perbolic space with two dimensions) can represent
any tree with arbitrary low distortion (De Sa et al.,
2018; Sarkar, 2011). In Euclidean space, however,
it is difficult to learn such structural representation
even with infinite dimensions (Linial et al., 1995).
Motivated by these observations, we propose Ad-
versarial Poincare´ Variational Autoencoder (APo-
VAE), a text embedding and generation model
based on hyperbolic representations, where the
latent code is encouraged to capture the underly-
ing tree-like structure in language. Such a latent
structure gives us more control of the sentences we
want to generate, i.e., an increase of sentence com-
plexity and diversity can be achieved along some
trajectory from a root to its children. In practice,
we define both the prior and the variational pos-
terior of the latent code over a Poincare´ ball, via
the use of a wrapped normal distribution (Nagano
et al., 2019). To obtain more stable model train-
ing and learn more flexible representation of the
latent code, we exploit the primal-dual formula-
tion of KL divergence (Dai et al., 2018) based on
the Fenchel duality (Rockafellar et al., 1966), to
adversarially optimize the variational bound. Un-
like the primal form that relies on Monte Carlo
approximation Mathieu et al. (2019), our dual for-
mulation bypasses the need for tractable posterior
likelihoods via the introduction of an auxiliary dual
function.
We apply the proposed approach to language
modeling and dialog-response generation tasks.
For language modeling, in order to enhance the
distribution complexity of the prior, we use an ad-
ditional “variational mixture of posteriors” prior
(VampPrior) design (Tomczak and Welling, 2018)
for the wrapped normal distribution. Specifically,
VampPrior uses a mixture distribution with com-
ponents from variational posteriors, coupling the
parameters of the prior and variational posterior
together. For dialog response generation, a condi-
tional model variant of APo-VAE is designed to
take into account the dialog context.
Experiments also show that the proposed model
addresses posterior collapse (Bowman et al., 2016),
a major obstacle preventing efficient learning of
VAE on text data. In posterior collapse, the en-
coder learns an approximate posterior similar to
the prior, and the decoder tends to ignore the latent
code for generation. Experiments show that our
proposed model can effectively avoid posterior col-
lapse. We hypothesize that this is due to the use of a
more informative prior in hyperbolic space that en-
hances the complexity of the latent representation,
which aligns well with previous work (Tomczak
and Welling, 2018; Wang et al., 2019) that advo-
cates a better prior design.
Our main contributions are summarized as fol-
lows. (i) We present Adversarial Poincare´ Varia-
tional Autoencoder (APo-VAE), a novel approach
to text embedding and generation based on hyper-
bolic latent representations. (ii) In addition to the
use of wrapped normal distribution, an adversar-
ial learning procedure and a VampPrior design are
incorporated for robust model training. (iii) Exper-
iments on language modeling and dialog-response
generation benchmarks demonstrate the superiority
of the proposed approach compared to Euclidean
VAEs, benefiting from capturing informative latent
hierarchies in natural language.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Variational Autoencoder
LetX = {xi}Ni=1 be a dataset of sentences, where
each xi = [xi,1, ..., xi,Ti ] is a sequence of tokens
of length Ti. Our goal is to learn pθ(x) that
best models the observed sentences so that the ex-
pected log-likelihood is maximized, i.e., L(θ) =
1
N
∑
i log pθ(xi).
The variational autoencoder (VAE) considers
a latent-variable model pθ(x, z) to represent sen-
tences, with an auxilary encoder that draws sam-
ples of latent code z from the conditional den-
sity qφ(z|x), known as the approximate poste-
rior. Given a latent code z, the decoder samples a
sentence from the conditional density pθ(x|z) =∏
t p(xt|x<t, z), where the “decoding” pass takes
an auto-regressive form. Together with prior
p(z), the model is given by the joint pθ(x, z) =
pθ(x|z)p(z). The VAE leverages the approxi-
mate posterior to derive an evidence lower bound
(ELBO) to the (intractable) marginal log-likelihood
log pθ(x) = log
∫
pθ(x, z) dz:
L(x;θ,φ) = Ez∼qφ(z|x)
[
log
pθ(x, z)
qφ(z|x)
]
, (1)
where (θ,φ) are jointly optimized during training,
and the gap is given by the decomposition
log pθ(x) = L(x;θ,φ)+DKL(pθ(z|x) ‖ qφ(z|x)) ,
(2)
where DKL denotes Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Alternatively, the ELBO can also be written as:
L(x;θ,φ) = Ez∼qφ(z|x) [log pθ(x|z)]
− DKL(qφ(z|x) ‖ p(z)) , (3)
where the first conditional likelihood and second
KL terms respectively characterize reconstruction
and generalization capabilities. Intuitively, a good
model is expected to strike a balance between good
reconstruction and generalization. In most cases,
both the prior and the variational posterior are as-
sumed to be Gaussian for computational conve-
nience. However, such over-simplified assump-
tions may not be ideal for capturing the intrinsic
characteristics of data that have unique geometrical
structure, such as natural language.
2.2 Hyperbolic Space
Riemannian manifolds can provide a more pow-
erful and meaningful embedding space for com-
plex data with highly non-Euclidean structure, that
cannot be effectively captured in a vectorial form
(e.g., social networks, biology and computer graph-
ics). Of particular interest is the hyperbolic space
(Ganea et al., 2018), where (i) the relatively simple
geometry allows tractable computations, and (ii)
the exponential growth of distance in finite dimen-
sions naturally embeds rich hierarchical structures
in a compact form.
Riemannian Geometry. An n-dimensional Rie-
mannian manifold Mn is a set of points locally
similar to a linear space Rn. At each point x of the
manifoldMn, we can define a real vector space
TxMn that is tangent to x, along with an associ-
ated metric tensor gx(·, ·) : TxMn×TxMn → R
which is an inner product on TxMn. Intuitively, a
Riemannian manifold behaves like a vector space
only in its infinitesimal neighborhood, allowing
the generalization of common notation like angle,
straight line and distance to a smooth manifold. For
each tangent space TxMn, there exists a specific
one-to-one map expx(v) : TxMn → Mn from
an -ball at the origin of TxMn to a neighborhood
of x onMn, called the exponential map. We refer
to the inverse of an exponential map as the loga-
rithm map, denoted as logx(y) :Mn → TxMn.
In addition, a parallel transport Px→x′ : TxMn →
Tx′Mn intuitively transports tangent vectors along
a “straight” line between x and x′, so that they
remain “parallel”. This is the basic machinery that
allows us to generalize distributions and computa-
tions in the hyperbolic space, as detailed in later
sections.
Poincare´ Ball Model. Hyperbolic geometry is
one type of non-Euclidean geometry with a con-
stant negative curvature. As a classical example of
hyperbolic space, an n-dimensional Poincare´ ball,
with curvature parameter c ≥ 0 (i.e., radius 1√
c
),
can be denoted as Bnc :=
{
z ∈ Rn | c‖z‖2 < 1}
with its metric tensor given by gcz = λ
2
zg
E , where
λz =
2
1−c‖z‖2 and g
E denotes the regular Eu-
clidean metric tensor. Intuitively, as z moves closer
to the boundary 1√
c
, the hyperbolic distance be-
tween z and a nearby z′ diverges at a rate of
1
1−c‖z‖2 → ∞. This implies significant represen-
tation capacity as very dissimilar objects can be
encoded on a compact domain.
Mathematical Operations. We review the
closed-form mathematical operations that enable
differentiable training for hyperbolic space
models, namely the hyperbolic algebra (vector
addition) and tangent space computations (ex-
ponential/logarithm map and parallel transport).
The hyperbolic algebra is formulated under the
framework of gyrovector spaces (Ungar, 2008),
with the addition of two points z, z′ ∈ Bnc given
by the Mo¨bius addition:
z ⊕c z′ := (4)
(1 + 2c〈z, z′〉+ c‖z′‖2)z + (1− c‖z‖2)z′
1 + 2c〈z, z′〉+ c2‖z‖2‖z′‖2 .
For any point µ ∈ Bnc , the exponential map and the
logarithmic map are given for u 6= 0 and y 6= µ
by
expcµ(u) := µ⊕c (tanh(
√
c
λcµ‖u‖
2
)
u√
c‖u‖),
logcµ(y) :=
2√
cλcµ
tanh−1(
√
c‖κµ,y‖) κµ,y‖κµ,y‖ ,
(5)
where κµ,y := (−µ)⊕c y. Note that the Poincare´
ball model is geodesically complete in the sense
that expcµ is well-defined on the full tangent space
TµBnc . The parallel transport map from a vector
v ∈ T0Bnc to another tangent space TµBnc is given
by
P c0→µ(v) = log
c
µ(µ⊕c expc0(v)) =
λc0
λcµ
v. (6)
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Figure 2: Model framework of the proposed APo-VAE (red is prior and blue is posterior). x = [x1, ..., xT ] is
text sequential data, and sk = [sk,1, ..., sk,T ] is the pseudo-input. The posterior (blue) is obtained by (7), and
VampPrior (red) is achieved by (12). νψ(x, z) is the dual function.
3 Adversarial Poincare´ VAE
In this section, we first introduce our hyperbolic en-
coder and decoder, and how to apply reparametriza-
tion. We then provide detailed descriptions on
model implementation, explaining how the primal-
dual form of KL divergence can help stabilize
training. Finally, we describe how to adopt Vamp-
Prior (Tomczak and Welling, 2018) to enhance per-
formance. A summary of our model scheme is
provided in Figure 2.
3.1 Flexible Wrapped Distribution Encoder
We begin by generalizing the standard normal dis-
tribution to a Poincare´ ball (Ganea et al., 2018).
While there are a few competing definitions of the
hyperbolic normal, we choose the wrapped normal
as our prior and variational posterior, largely due to
its flexibility for more expressive generalization. A
wrapped normal distribution NBnc (µ,Σ) is defined
as follows: (i) sample vector v from N (0,Σ); (ii)
parallel transport v to u := P c0→µ(v); (iii) us-
ing exponential map to project u back to z :=
expcµ(u). Putting these together, a latent sample
has the following reparametrizable form:
z = expcµ
(
λc0
λcµ
v
)
,v ∼ N (0,Σ). (7)
For approximate posteriors, (µ,Σ) depends on x.
We further generalize the (restrictive) hyperbolic
wrapped normal by acknowledging that under the
implicit VAE (Fang et al., 2019) framework, one
does not need the approximate posterior qφ(z|x) to
be analytically tractable. This allows us to replace
the tangent space sampling step v ∼ N (0,Σ) in
(7) with a more flexible implicit distribution from
which we draw samples as v := G(x, ξ;φ1) for
ξ ∼ N (0, I). Note that now µ := F (x;φ2) can
be regarded as a deterministic displacement vector
that anchors embeddings to the correct semantic
neighborhood, allowing the stochastic v to only fo-
cus on modeling the local uncertainty of semantic
embedding. The synergy between the deterministic
and stochastic parts enables efficient representation
learning relative to existing alternatives. For sim-
plicity, we denote the encoder neural network as
EncNetφ, which contains G and F , with parame-
ters φ = {φ1,φ2}.
3.2 Poincare´ Decoder
To build a geometry-aware decoder for a hyperbolic
latent code, we follow Ganea et al. (2018), and use
a generalized linear function analogously defined in
the hyperbolic space. A Euclidean linear function
takes the form f(z) = 〈a, z − b〉 = sign(〈a, z −
b〉)‖a‖dE(z, Ha,b), where a is the coefficient, b is
the intercept, Ha,b is a hyperplane passing through
b with a as the normal direction, and dE(z, H) is
the distance between z and hyperplane H . The
counterpart in Poincare´ ball analogously writes
f ca,b(z) = sign(〈a, logcb(z)〉b)‖a‖b dBc (z, Hca,b),
(8)
where Hca,b = {z ∈ Bnc |〈a, logcb(z)〉b = 0}, and
dBc (z, H
c
a,b) =
1√
c
sinh−1
(
2
√
c|〈κb,z ,a〉|
(1−c‖κb,z‖2)‖a‖
)
are
the the gyroplane and the distance between z and
the gyroplane, respectively. Specifically, we use
the hyperbolic linear function in (8) to extract fea-
tures from the Poincare´ embedding z. The feature
f ca,b(z) would be the input to the RNN decoder.
We denote the combined network of f ca,b and the
RNN decoder as DecNetθ, where parameters θ
contain a and b.
3.3 Implementing APo-VAE
While it is straightforward to compute the ELBO
(3) via Monte Carlo estimates using the explicit
wrapped normal density (Mathieu et al., 2019), we
empirically observe that: (i) the normal assump-
tion restricts the expressiveness of the model; (ii)
the wrapped normal likelihood makes the training
severely unstable. Therefore, we appeal to a primal-
dual view of VAE training to overcome such diffi-
culties (Rockafellar et al., 1966; Dai et al., 2018;
Fang et al., 2019). Specifically, the KL term in (3)
can be reformulated as:
DKL(qφ(z|x) ‖ p(z)) = max
ψ
(9){
Ez∼qφ(z|x) log νψ(x, z)− Ez∼p(z)νψ(x, z)
}
,
where νψ(x, z) is the (auxiliary) dual function (i.e.,
a neural network) with parameters ψ. The primal-
dual view of the KL term enhances the approxi-
mation ability, while also being tractable computa-
tionally. Meanwhile, since the density function in
the original KL term in (3) is replaced by the dual
function νψ(x, z), we can avoid direct computa-
tion with respect to the probability density function
of the wrapped normal distribution.
To train our proposed APo-VAE with the primal-
dual form of the VAE objective, we follow the
training schemes of coupled variational Bayes
(CVB) (Dai et al., 2018) and implicit VAE (Fang
et al., 2019), which optimize the objective adversar-
ially. Specifically, we updateψ in the dual function
νψ(x, z) to maximize:
L1 = Ex∼X [Ez∼qφ(z|x) log νψ(x, z)
− Ez∼p(z)νψ(x, z) ] , (10)
where Ex∼X [·] denotes the expectation over em-
pirical distribution on observations. Accordingly,
parameters θ and φ are updated to maximize:
L2 = Ex∼XEz∼qφ(z|x)[ log pθ(x|z)
− log νψ(x, z) ]. (11)
Note that the term Ex∼XEz∼qφ(z|x) log νψ(x, z)
is maximized in (10) while it is minimized in (11),
i.e., adversarial learning. In other words, one can
consider the dual function as a discriminative net-
work that distinguishes between the prior z ∼ p(z)
and the variational posterior z ∼ qφ(z|x), both of
which are paired with the input data x ∼X .
3.4 Data-driven Prior
While the use of a standard normal prior is a sim-
ple choice in Euclidean space, we argue that it in-
duces bias in the hyperbolic setup. This is because
Algorithm 1 Training procedure of APo-VAE.
1: Input: Data samplesX = {xi}Ni=1, Poincare´
curvature c, and number of pseudo-input K.
2: Initialize θ, φ, ψ, and δ.
3: for iter from 1 to max iter do
4: Sample a mini-batch {xm}Mm=1 fromX of
size M .
5: # Sampling in the Hyperbolic Space.
6: Obtain µm and vm from EncNetφ(xm).
7: Move vm to um = P c0→µm(vm) by (6).
8: Map um to zm = expcµm(um) by (5).
9: # Update the dual function and the pseudo-input.
10: Sample z˜m by (12).
11: Update ψ and δ by gradient ascent on (10)
12: # Update the encoder and decoder networks.
13: Update θ and φ by gradient ascent on (11).
14: end for
natural sentences have specific meaning, and it is
unrealistic to have the bulk of mass concentrated
in the center (this is for low dimension; for high
dimensions, it will concentrate near the surface of
a sphere, which may partly explain why cosine sim-
ilarity works favorably compared with Euclidean
distance for NLP applications).
To reduce the induced bias from a pre-fixed
prior, we consider a data-driven alternative, that
also serves to close the variational gap. In this
work, we adopt the VampPrior framework for this
purpose (Tomczak and Welling, 2018), which is
a mixture of variational posteriors conditioned on
learnable pseudo-data points. Specifically, we con-
sider the prior as a learnable distribution given by
pδ(z) =
1
K
∑K
k=1qφ(z|sk), (12)
where qφ is the learned approximate posterior, and
we call the parameter δ := {sk}Kk=1 pseudo in-
puts. Intuitively, pδ(z) seeks to match the aggre-
gated posterior (Makhzani et al., 2015): q(z) =
1
N
∑N
i=1 qφ(z|xi) in a cost-efficient manner via
parameterizing the pseudo inputs. By replacing the
prior distribution p(z) in (10) with pδ(z), we com-
plete the final objective of the proposed APo-VAE.
The detailed training procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 1.
4 Related Work
VAE for Text Generation. Many VAE models
have been proposed for text generation, most of
which focus on solving the posterior collapse is-
sue. The most popular strategy is to alter the train-
ing dynamics, keeping the encoder away from bad
local optima. For example, variants of KL an-
nealing (Bowman et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018;
Hao Fu, 2019) dynamically adjust the weight on
the KL penalty term as training progresses; lagging
VAE (He et al., 2019) aggressively optimizes the
encoder before each decoder update, to overcome
the imbalanced training issue between the encoder
and decoder. Alternative strategies have also been
proposed based on competing theories or heuristics.
δ-VAE (Razavi et al., 2019) tackles this issue by
enforcing a minimum KL divergence between the
posterior and the prior. Yang et al. (2017) blames
mode-collapse on the auto-regressive design of the
decoder and advocates alternative architectures. A
semi-amortized inference network is considered
by Kim et al. (2018) to bridge the amortization gap
between log-likelihood and the ELBO.
Recent work has also shown that posterior col-
lapse can be ameliorated by using more expressive
priors and variational posteriors other than Gaus-
sian. Flow-based VAE is considered in Ziegler
and Rush (2019) to enhance the flexibility of prior
distributions. A topic-guided prior is proposed
in Wang et al. (2019) to achieve more controllable
text generation. Fang et al. (2019) explores implicit
sample-based representations, without requiring an
explicit density form for the approximate poste-
rior. Xu and Durrett (2018) considers replacing
the Gaussian with the spherical von Mises-Fisher
(vMF) distribution. Compared to these prior arts,
our model features structured representation in hy-
perbolic space, which not only captures latent hier-
archies but also combats posterior collapse.
Hyperbolic Space Representation Learning.
There has been a recent surge of interest in rep-
resentation learning in hyperbolic space, largely
due to its exceptional effectiveness modeling data
with underlying graph structure (Chamberlain et al.,
2017), such as relation nets (Nickel and Kiela,
2017). In the context of NLP, hyperbolic geom-
etry has been considered for word embeddings
(Tifrea et al., 2018). A popular vehicle for hyper-
bolic representation learning is the auto-encoder
(AE) framework (Grattarola et al., 2019; Ovin-
nikov, 2019), where the decoders are built to ef-
ficiently exploit the hyperbolic geometry (Ganea
et al., 2018). Closest to our APo-VAE are the works
of hyperbolic VAEs (Mathieu et al., 2019; Nagano
et al., 2019), where wrapped normal distributions
have been used. Drawing power from the dual form
of the KL, the proposed Apo-VAE highlights an
implicit posterior and data-driven prior, showing
improved training stability.
5 Experiments
We evaluate the proposed model on two tasks: (i)
language modeling, and (ii) dialog-response gener-
ation, with quantitative results, human evaluation
and qualitative analysis.
5.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We use three datasets for language
modeling: Penn Treebank (PTB) (Marcus et al.,
1993), Yahoo and Yelp corpora (Yang et al., 2017).
PTB contains one million words of 1989 Wall
Street Journal material annotated in Treebank II
style, with 42k sentences of varying lengths. Yahoo
and Yelp are much larger datasets, each containing
100k sentences with greater average length.
Following Gu et al. (2019), we consider the fol-
lowing two datasets for dialogue-response genera-
tion: Switchboard (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997)
and DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017). The former con-
tains 2.4k two-sided telephone conversations, man-
ually transcribed and aligned. The latter has 13k
daily conversations for an English learner in daily
life. We split the data into training, validation and
test sets following the protocol described in (Zhao
et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018).
Evaluation Metrics. To benchmark language
modeling performance, we report the ELBO and
Perplexity (PPL) of APo-VAE and baselines. In
order to verify our proposed Apo-VAE is more
resistant to posterior collapse, we also report KL-
divergence DKL(qφ(z|x)‖p(z)) and mutual infor-
mation (MI) between z andx (He et al., 2019). The
number of active units (AU) of the latent code is
also reported, where the activity of a latent dimen-
sion z is measured as Az = CovxEz∼qφ(z|x)[z],
and defined as active if Az > 0.01.
For dialogue response generation, we adopt the
evaluation metrics used in previous studies (Zhao
et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2019), including BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002), BOW (Liu et al., 2016), and
intra/inter-dist values (Gu et al., 2019). The first
two metrics are used to assess the relevance of
the generated response, and the third one is for
diversity evaluation. Detailed definitions of these
metrics are provided in the Appendix.
Model -ELBO PPL KL MI AUPTB
VAE 102.6 108.26 1.1 0.8 2
β-VAE 104.5 117.92 7.5 3.1 5
SA-VAE 102.6 107.71 1.2 0.7 2
vMF-VAE 95.8 93.7 2.9 3.2 21
iVAE 87.6 54.46 6.3 3.5 32
APo-VAE 87.2 53.32 8.4 4.8 32
APo-VAE+VP 87.0 53.02 8.9 4.5 32
Yahoo
VAE 328.6 61.21 0.0 0.0 0
β-VAE 328.7 61.29 6.3 2.8 8
SA-VAE 327.2 60.15 5.2 2.9 10
LAG-VAE 326.7 59.77 5.7 2.9 15
vMF-VAE 318.5 53.9 6.3 3.7 23
iVAE 309.5 48.22 8.0 4.4 32
APo-VAE 286.2 47.00 6.9 4.1 32
APo-VAE+VP 285.6 46.61 8.1 4.9 32
Yelp
VAE 357.9 40.56 0.0 0.0 0
β-VAE 358.2 40.69 4.2 2.0 4
SA-VAE 357.8 40.51 2.8 1.7 8
LAG-VAE 355.9 39.73 3.8 2.4 11
vMF-VAE 356.2 51.0 4.1 3.9 13
iVAE 348.2 36.70 7.6 4.6 32
APo-VAE 319.7 34.10 12.1 7.5 32
APo-VAE+VP 316.4 32.91 12.7 6.2 32
Table 1: Results on PTB, Yahoo, and Yelp datasets. A
better language model achieves lower negative ELBO
and PPL. Higher KL and MI indicate a better utilization
of the latent space.
Model Implementation. For language model-
ing, we adopt the LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997) for both the encoder and decoder,
with dimension of the latent code set to 32. Follow-
ing Mathieu et al. (2019), the hyper-parameter c is
set to 0.7. For dialogue response generation, we
modify our APo-VAE following the Conditional
VAE framework (Zhao et al., 2017). Specifically,
an extra input of context embedding s is supplied to
the model (i.e., pθ(x, z|s), qφ(z|x, s)). The prior
p(z|s) is a wrapped normal conditioned on context
embedding, learned together with the variational
posterior. Additional details are provided in the
Appendix.
5.2 Experimental Results
Language Modeling. Table 1 shows results on
language modeling. We mainly compare APo-
VAE with other VAE-based solutions, including
β-VAE (Higgins et al., 2017), SA-VAE (Kim et al.,
2018), lagging VAE (LAG-VAE) (He et al., 2019),
vMF-VAE (Xu and Durrett, 2018) and iVAE (Fang
et al., 2019). On all three datasets, our model
achieves lower negative ELBO and PPL than other
models, demonstrating its strong ability to better
model sequential text data. Meanwhile, the larger
KL term and higher mutual information (between
the national cancer institute ban smoking
the national cancer institute warns citizens to avoid 
smoking cigarette
the national cancer institute claims that smoking cigarette 
too often would increase the chance of getting lung cancer
the national cancer institute also projected that overall u.s.
mortality rates from lung cancer should begin to drop in 
several years if cigarette smoking continues to decrease
Figure 3: Visualization of the hyperbolic latent space of
5,000 randomly sampled sentences from the test set of
PTB. The lengths of the samples are color-coded (red
for short ones and blue for longer ones). The four listed
sentences of different lengths are created by modifying
a single test sample, each of which is encoded to the
latent space with the corresponding color.
z and x) of APo-VAE model indicate its robust-
ness in handling posterior collapse. In addition,
the introduction of data-driven prior (denoted as
APo-VAE+VP) further boosts the performance, es-
pecially on negative ELBO and PPL.
Visualization. To verify our hypothesis that the
proposed model is capable of learning latent
tree structure in text data, we visualize the two-
dimensional projection of the learned latent code in
Figure 3. For visualization, we randomly draw 5k
samples from PTB-test, and encode them to the la-
tent space using APo-VAE encoder. We color-code
each sentence based on its length (i.e., blue for long
sentences and red for short sentences). Note that
only a small portion of data have a length longer
than 32 (< 10%), and human inspection verified
that most of them are composed of multiple sub-
sentences. As such, we exclude these samples from
our analysis.
As shown in Figure 3, longer sentences (dark
blue) tend to occupy the outer rim of the Poincare´
ball, while the shorter ones (dark red) are concen-
trated in the inner area. In addition, we draw a long
sentence (dark blue) from the test set, and manu-
ally shorten it to create several variants of different
Model BLEU BOW Intra-dist Inter-distR P F1 A E G dist-1 dist-2 dist-1 dist-2
SwitchBoard
CVAE 0.295 0.258 0.275 0.836 0.572 0.846 0.803 0.415 0.112 0.102
CVAE-BOW 0.298 0.272 0.284 0.828 0.555 0.840 0.819 0.493 0.107 0.099
CVAE-CO 0.299 0.269 0.283 0.839 0.557 0.855 0.863 0.581 0.111 0.110
DialogWAE 0.394 0.254 0.309 0.897 0.627 0.887 0.713 0.651 0.245 0.413
iVAE 0.427 0.254 0.319 0.930 0.670 0.900 0.828 0.692 0.391 0.668
APo-VAE 0.438 0.261 0.328 0.937 0.683 0.904 0.861 0.792 0.445 0.717
DailyDialog
CVAE 0.265 0.222 0.242 0.923 0.543 0.811 0.938 0.973 0.177 0.222
CVAE-BOW 0.256 0.224 0.239 0.923 0.540 0.812 0.947 0.976 0.165 0.206
CVAE-CO 0.259 0.244 0.251 0.914 0.530 0.818 0.821 0.911 0.106 0.126
DialogWAE 0.341 0.278 0.306 0.948 0.578 0.846 0.830 0.940 0.327 0.583
iVAE 0.355 0.239 0.285 0.951 0.609 0.872 0.897 0.975 0.501 0.868
APo-VAE 0.359 0.265 0.305 0.954 0.616 0.873 0.919 0.989 0.511 0.869
Table 2: Results on SwitchBoard and DailyDialog (P: precision, R: recall, A: average, E: extreme, G: greedy).
Higher BLEU and BOW Embedding indicate better quality of generated responses. Higher intra/inter-dist means
better generation diversity.
Dataset APo-VAE vs. APo-VAE vs.iVAE DialogWAE
win loss tie win loss tie
Switch Inform 52.8 27.9 19.3 63.7 27.1 19.2
Board Coherence 41.7 35.5 22.8 41.2 34.4 24.4
Diversity 51.2 26.4 22.4 62.1 25.1 12.8
Daily Inform 45.4 26.9 17.7 46.1 26.5 27.4
Dialog Coherence 40.1 25.9 24.0 40.7 24.2 25.1
Diversity 43.9 30.8 25.3 47.5 31.4 21.1
Table 3: Human evaluation results. Win/loss/tie indi-
cates the percentage of responses generated by APo-
VAE being better/worse/equal to the compared model.
“Inform” is short for informativeness.
lengths (ranging from 6 to 27), which are related
in a hierarchical manner based on human judge-
ment. We visualize their latent codes projected by
the trained APo-VAE. The resulting plot is consis-
tent with a hierarchical structure: as the sentence
becomes more specific, the embedding moves out-
ward. We also decode from the neighbours of these
latent codes, the outputs (see the Appendix) of
which demonstrate similar hierarchical structure as
the input sentences.
Dialogue Response Generation. Results on
SwitchBoard and DailyDialog are summarized in
Table 2. Our proposed model generates compara-
ble or better responses than the baseline models
in terms of both relevance (BLEU and BOW) and
diversity (intra/inter-dist). For SwitchBoard, APo-
VAE improves the average recall from 0.427 (by
iVAE) to 0.438, while significantly enhancing gen-
eration diversity (e.g., from 0.692 to 0.792 for intra-
dist-2). For DailyDialog, similar trends can be ob-
served. Three examples are provided in Figure 4.
More examples can be found in the Appendix.
Human Evaluation. We further perform human
evaluation via Amazon Mechanical Turk. We asked
Context 1:
DialogWAE:
iVAE:
APo-VAE:
Context 2:
DialogWAE: 
iVAE:
APo-VAE:
Context 3:
DialogWAE:
iVAE:
APo-VAE:
i would wondering if you like to stay here for a 
few days?
great, thanks for asking.
i’m not going to take a look.
good idea. how about shopping tomorrow 
morning?
i have to check out today. i’d like my bill by 10.
i’m afraid you can’t do that.
that’s the problem, sir?
i’m sorry to hear that. are you looking for 
another one?
the weather has been terrible this week.
oh, that is the correct.
what is the rest of the days.
i don’t think it is the best time for us to visit.
Figure 4: Examples of generated responses with corre-
sponding context from different models.
the turkers to compare generated responses from
two models, and assess each model’s informative-
ness, relevance to the dialog context (coherence),
and diversity. We use 500 randomly sampled con-
texts from the test set, each assessed by three
judges. In order to evaluate diversity, 5 responses
are generated for each dialog context. For quality
control, only workers with a lifetime task approval
rating greater than 98% were allowed to participate
in our study. Table 3 summarizes the human evalua-
tion results. The responses generated by our model
are clearly preferred by the judges compared with
other competing methods.
6 Conclusion
We present APo-VAE, a novel model for text gen-
eration in hyperbolic space. Our model can learn
latent hierarchies in natural language via the use
of wrapped normals for the prior. A primal-dual
view of KL divergence is adopted for robust model
training. Experiments on language modeling and
dialog response generation demonstrate the supe-
riority of the model. For future work, we plan to
apply APo-VAE to other text generation tasks such
as image captioning.
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Appendix for APo-VAE: Text Generation in Hyperbolic Space
A Basics of Riemannian Geometry
(Extended)
This section provides additional coverage of the
basic mathematical concepts used in APo-VAE. For
more detailed mathematics expositions, readers are
referred to Ganea et al. (2018).
A real, smooth n-dimensional manifold M is
a set of points locally similar to a linear space
Rn. At each point x of the manifold M is de-
fined a real vector space of the space of the same
dimensionality asM, called the tangent space in
x: TxM. Intuitively it contains all the possible di-
rections in which one can tangentially pass through
x. For each point x there also defines a metric
tensor gx(·, ·) : TxM× TxM → R, which de-
fined an inner product on the associated tangent
space TxM. More specifically, given a coordinate
system, the inner product is given in the quadratic
form gx(u,v) = 〈u,v〉gx = uTGxv, where by
slight abuse of notation u,v ∈ Rn are vector repre-
sentations of the tangent vectors wrt the coordinate
system and Gx ∈ Rn×n is a positive-definite ma-
trix. Collectively, (M, g) defines a Riemannian
manifold.
(a) Parallel transport a tan-
gent vector (arrow) from one
location (black) to another
(orange).
(b) Map the transported tan-
gent vector (orange) to a
point (green) in the hyper-
bolic space by using the ex-
ponential map.
Figure 1: Visualization of different mathematical oper-
ations in a hyperbolic space, that are used to define the
wrapped distribution.
The metric tensor is used to generalize the no-
tations such as distance and volume in Euclidean
space to the Riemannian manifold. Given a curve
Figure 2: Mapping a Gaussian distribution (red) and a
implicit distribution (blue) to the hyperbolic space.
γ(t) : [0, 1]→M, its length is given by
L(γ) =
∫ 1
0
‖γ′(t)‖γ(t) dt . (1)
The concept of straight lines can then be gener-
alized to geodesics, which is the shortest path
between pairs of points x,y on the manifold
γ∗(x,y) = argminγ L(γ) such that γ(0) = x
and γ(1) = y with γ traveling at constant speed
(i.e., ‖γ′(t)‖γ(t) = c, where c is the distance). The
concept of moving along a straight line with con-
stant speed defines the exponential map, where for
v ∈ TxM there is a unique unit speed geodesic γ
satisfying γ(0) = x with initial tangent vector v,
and the corresponding exponential map is defined
by expx(v) = γ(1). We call the inverse of expo-
nential map the logarithm map logx = exp
−1
x :
M → TxM, mapping from the manifold to the
tangent space. For the Poinca´re ball model, it is
geodesically complete in the sense that expx is
well-defined on the full tangent space TxM.
B Additional Related Work
VAE with Adversarial Learning. One of the
first to apply adversarial learning to VAE is Adver-
sarial Variational Bayes (AVB) (Mescheder et al.,
2017; Pu et al., 2017). Motivated by Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) (Goodfellow et al.,
2014), AVB introduces an auxiliary discriminator
that transforms the maximum-likelihood-problem
into a two-player game. Similarly, Adversarial
Autoencoder (AAE) (Makhzani et al., 2015) uses
adversarial learning to match aggregated poste-
rior with the prior. Based on this, Coupled Vari-
ational Bayes (CVB) (Dai et al., 2018) connects
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(a) Hyperbolic latent space for Yahoo.
(b) Hyperbolic latent space for Yelp.
Figure 3: Visualization of the hyperbolic latent space
of 5,000 randomly sampled sentences from different
datasets.
the primal-dual view of ELBO with adversarial
learning, where the discriminator takes both data
sample and latent code as input. This approach is
also adopted in implicit VAE (Fang et al., 2019) for
text generation. However, the prior used in implicit
VAE is still standard Gaussian, while our proposed
model uses hyperbolic geometry.
C Additional Details for Experiments
C.1 Metrics (Dialogue Response Generation)
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) is used to measure
the amount of n-gram overlap between a generated
response with the reference. Specifically, BLEU
scores of n < 4 are computed; the average and the
maximum scores are considered as n-gram preci-
sion and n-gram recall, respectively. In addition,
the BOW embedding metric (Liu et al., 2016) is
used to measure cosine similarity between bag-of-
word embeddings of response and reference. Three
metrics are considered for cosine distance: (i) com-
puted by greedily matching words in two utter-
ances; (ii) between the averaged embeddings in
two utterances; and (iii) between the largest ex-
treme values among the embeddings in two utter-
ances. We also follow Gu et al. and use the dis-
tinct metric to measure the diversity of generated
text. Dist− n is the ratio of unique n-grams over
all n-grams in the generated sentences. Intra-dist
and inter-dist are the average distinct values within
each generated sample and among all generated
samples, respectively.
C.2 Additional Implementation Details
For language modeling, we adopt the
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
for both the encoder and decoder, which have
256 hidden units for PTB, and 1024 hidden units
for Yahoo and Yelp. The dimension of the latent
code is set to 32. Following Mathieu et al. (2019),
the hyper-parameter c is set to 0.7. We set the
vocabulary size to 10,000 for PTB, and 20,000 for
both Yahoo and Yelp. The word embedding size
is 256 for PTB, and 512 for Yahoo and Yelp. For
dialogue response generation, we follow Gu et al.
(2019), and use the GRU (Cho et al., 2014) with
300 hidden units in each direction for both the
response encoder and context encoder, and 300
hidden units for decoder. The latent code z has a
dimension of 200. The size of the vocabulary is
set to 10,000, and the word-embedding size is 200,
initialized by GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014).
C.3 Additional Results
For language modeling, we plot the hyperbolic la-
tent space for Yahoo and Yelp as shown in Figure 3.
To demonstrate the hierarchical structure in the gen-
erated sentences (i.e., the decoder), we choose 4
sentences (from short to long) with some hierar-
chy, listed on the left hand side of Table 1. These
sentences are encoded to hyperbolic space by us-
ing a well trained APo-VAE. Then, we decode by
randomly select a neighbor of each of the 4 latent
codes. The output sentences are shown on the right
hand side of Table 1, demonstrating similar hierar-
chy as the input sentences. Moreover, we directly
measure the generation quality by using PPL and
reverse PPL, shown in Table 2. Our APo-VAE
achieves consistently better performance.
Input Sample
the national cancer institute ban smoking the 〈unk〉 and drug administration were talking
the national cancer institute warns citizens to avoid
smoking cigarette
the 〈unk〉 and drug administration officials also
are used to 〈unk〉
the national cancer institute claims that smoking
cigarette too often would increase the chance of
getting lung cancer
the u.s. and drug administration officials say they
are n’t 〈unk〉 to be used by the government
the national cancer institute also projected that
overall u.s. mortality rates from lung cancer
should begin to drop in several years if cigarette
smoking continues to decrease
the u.s. and drug administration officials 〈unk〉
they are looking for ways to ¡unk¿ their own ac-
counts for some of their assets to be sold by some
companies
Table 1: Generate a sample based on the latent code of a specific input (PTB).
Model Forward Reverse
VAE 18494 10149
Cyc-VAE 3390 5587
β-VAE 625 1897
SA-VAE 341 10651
vMF-VAE 274 2364
iVAE 116 1520
APo-VAE 109 1385
Table 2: Results on forward and reverse PPL on the
PTB dataset.
For dialog response generation, we provide addi-
tional examples of generated responses along with
their corresponding dialog context in Table 3. Sam-
ples generated by APo-VAE are more relevant to
the contexts than the baseline models. In addition,
APo-VAE is capable of providing both positive and
negative responses, demonstrating better genera-
tion diversity.
C.4 Human Evaluation
We provide the instruction of human evaluation on
the dialog response generation task in Figure 4.
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Context DialogWAE iVAE APo-VAE
i would wondering
if you like to stay
here for a few days?
Eg.1: ok. Eg.1: I’m not going
to take a look.
Eg.1: good idea.
how about shop-
ping tomorrow
morning?
Eg.2: great, thanks
for asking.
Eg.2: is it a prob-
lem?
Eg.2: of course.
would you like to
have lunch with
me?
Eg.3: next week is
a good idea.
Eg.3: it is a day va-
cation for you here
in the us.
Eg.3: i’m afraid i
can’t make it to the
next few days.
i have to check out
today. i’d like my
bill ready by 10.
Eg.1: that’s a long
time.
Eg.1: that’s the
problem, sir?
Eg.1: i’m sorry to
hear that. are you
looking for another
one?
Eg.2: yes. Eg.2: i was the only
child in the room.
Eg.2: no problem.
may i have it now?
Eg.3: i’m afraid
you can’t do that.
Eg.3: you can get
me a little time, and
the red will take
you get off.
Eg.3: i see, sir.
what is the room
number?
the weather has
been terrible this
week.
Eg.1: i’m sure we
can do it again.
Eg.1: i’ve got a few
things i’ll get you
there is a real one.
Eg.1: yes. i have
been looking for-
ward to better days.
Eg.2: oh, this is the
correct.
Eg.2: what is the
rest of the days.
Eg.2: i don’t think
it is the best time for
us to visit.
Eg.3: what kind of
job do you like to
see?
Eg.3: oh, no. Eg.3: yes, we did.
i wonder whether i
could possibly bor-
row your new bicy-
cle now.
Eg.1: that’s a great
idea. what did you
do?
Eg.1: a problem.
what do you think
of this one?
Eg.1: of course.
lets see.
Eg.2: i’d like to tell
you a fees, but i’m
not sure i can do
that.
Eg.2: yes sure,
thanks. you are
very tough.
Eg.2: i sorry to hear
that. anything else?
do you have any
other account?
Eg.3: oh, what is
your problem?
Eg.3: what is the
problem? what
time? oh yes, it’s
been a long time.
let me see.
Eg.3: i would love
to do that. there
have been more 1
for you.
i have a stom-
achache.
Eg.1: i did a good
job. the problem is
that i cant.
Eg.1: that’s fine. Eg.1: really? how
is it? do you listen
well?
Eg.2: have a nice
day. how do you
like it?
Eg.2: you’ve got a
lot of money to do,
please.
Eg.2: what is it
like?
Eg.3: what is your
favorite kind?
Eg.3: what the
problem is? please
sit down. Here is
your bill.
Eg.3: just tell me
what happened to
you man.
Table 3: Examples of context-response pairs for different models. ‘Eg.i’ means the i-th sample.
